RULES: LEVEL 4
DECK VS. DECK

GAME PREP
Each player prepares a deck of 20 hero cards and 20
weapon cards. You can put a maximum of 4 cards of
the same type in the deck (for example, 4 Oil Knights or
4 Deepwood Clubs). Each player will shuffle their deck
(shuffle weapons and heroes separately). Set the decks
face down in front of yourself.

BEFORE THE GAME STARTS
Imagine that you have 3 spots in front of yourself – three
columns where you can lay down heroes and weapons –
or, in other words, 3 slots for heroes and their weapons.
TIP If you would like to play a quicker and easier version of
the game, play with only 2 slots. And if, on the other hand,
you would like to use even more strategy, play with 4 slots!
Before the game starts, take out 3 heroes from your hero
deck . You will place the heroes in the slots . If you
have several heroes of the same type, you can lay the
cards on top of each other in one slot (so that one hero
covers up the others, although the bonuses of those hidden
heroes must be visible). Such stacking of heroes on top
of each other creates a so-called “rank”
, which has
certain advantages (see “rank”).
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Next remove 5 weapons from the deck and place one weapon
(how you arrange them is up to you) under each slot where
there is a displayed hero (or rank). Weapons which have
not been allocated to the slots can be returned to the
bottom of the weapon deck . A rank, regardless of the
number of heroes it has, might have max. 1 weapon.
Now, as always, it is time to decide who goes first. Whoever spins the highest number (on one of the displayed weapons) goes first. The player who goes first loses 2 lives.

KEEP IN MIND! In this version of the game lives are
not measured on the stick but are represented by
your hero deck and heroes displayed in front of you.
If you have to deduct 2 lives, remove two heroes from the top of
the deck and place them on the discard pile called the “cemetery” with the card facing up (picture of the hero facing up) .

COURSE OF THE GAME
Players take turns. A turn begins with morning. When it’s
your turn, you will have 4 actions.
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Energy is collective for all of your heroes. You will always
draw energy from the hero/rank which you will play with
first when it’s your turn. You must carry out the 1st action
with that hero/rank (spin his weapon or, if possible, use his
stored effect).
You will keep track of energy
with the help of two cards – two
unused hero cards (see picture).

KEEP IN MIND! You can choose (hero or rank)
from any of the 3 slots for each action. You can,
therefore, choose a different hero for each action
or, alternatively, play all 4 actions with one hero.
Heroes and ranks each have their own weapon, so you cannot
rearrange them or use weapons different from those assigned.

KEEP IN MIND! If you use a “permanent attack on
a hero“ or “Combo Detonator”, it is always considered
as the last action of that hero or rank and means that
you are not allowed additional actions with that given
hero for that turn. You signal the end of a hero’s turn
by turning the card facedown (for ranks you only need
to turn the first hero over). As soon as your turn is
over, you turn the hero face side up again.
As always, spinning a weapon uses up actions and energy.
You will use the hero you have chosen as a guide. If, for
example, your hero does not know how to use the weapon
it is fighting with, then it will cost you 1 extra energy. Similarly, for each hero you can use their bonus at the relevant
time of day (but only when you are using the hero for an
action and are using his weapon).
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As usual, a hero is allowed to use each of his bonuses only 1x
per turn. (When you are ready to play the 2nd action and have
already used your bonus during the 1st action, then you are not
allowed to use it again. The entire rank acts as 1 hero, although
is allowed to use the highest bonuses for each given time of day,
see rank). When you make use of actions, for example, in such a
way that you will play with a new hero for each action, then you
can use each hero’s bonus for each action.

LAYING DOWN NEW HEROES & WEAPONS

Once it is your second turn (as well as any subsequent turn), the
first thing you must do is so-called “maintenance.” You can remove up to 2 weapons from the displayed hero (or rank) card slots
and place them at the bottom of your weapon deck; also you can
remove up to 2 heroes from those displayed and place them at
the bottom of your hero deck (you can also even remove heroes
from a rank, although you must respect the card order and remove
cards from the top of the pile). If you no longer have cards in your
deck, you can make a new one by taking from the displayed hero
cards. If a weapon card with a stored effect remains in a slot on
its own (without a hero), then the effect is cancelled out.
After this you can remove up to 2 heroes from the top of
the deck and lay them down. You can place them in the
free slots
or assign them to a rank (provided it’s the
same type of hero).
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If you do not want to or are unable to lay down any cards (for
example, you don’t have any free slots), place them at the bottom
of the hero deck. Next, you can similarily remove 2 weapons at
once from the top of the weapon deck and assign them to heroes, but only to those heroes who do not have a weapon (the weapon has been destroyed or you removed it yourself during maintenance). After all of you can start with hero actions and spinning.

EFFECTS
Effects are played in practically the same way as in a duel
– although a few minor exceptions:

ATTACK ON THE WEAPON

During an attack on the weapon , you can choose from
any one of your opponent’s displayed weapons. Your opponent must immediately remove from play the weapon which
you have broken and place it face up on the top of the “weapon cemetery” pile. Weapons cannot be r epaired in this game
mode. During an attack on the effect , the effect is cancelled out, although the weapon remains undamaged.

ATTACK ON THE HERO

During an attack on the hero, you can choose whether you
will attack ayour opponent’s hero deck, single-displayed
hero cards, or a rank.
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When you attack a deck, your opponent must transfer the number of cards equal to the strength of the attack to the cemetery.
Heroes are moved one by one to the cemetery in
the order that they have been taken from the
top of the deck.
When you will attack a slot with 1 hero, that
hero has only 1 life regardless of the strength
of the attack, meaning that only that given hero
is incapacitated (an attack always has only one
target). The defeated hero is placed in the cemetery and his weapon remains in the slot. If
it is a weapon with a stored effect, that effect
is cancelled out.
Attacking a rank is a bit different. A rank has a resistance similar to that of weapons. The value of
resistance is determined by the number of hero
cards in a rank (max. of 4). In order to destroy
one hero card from the rank, you must first attack
a hero with an attack having the same or a greater resistance than the rank's. When the attack
is a success, remove the top hero card from the
rank and place it in the cemetery. Thus, it is only
possible to destroy a rank card by card.
An attack can be weakened or fended off with any shield,
provided a player has one displayed by one of their heroes.
Keep an eye on a hero with a shield and the time of day as
well – a hero may have a bonus for the shield.
If a player is in healing mode, they can only heal heroes
from the cemetery, thus returning them to the deck. The
strength of healing determines how many hero cards are
returned from the cemetery to the top of the deck.
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KEEP IN MIND! If the deck has been destroyed and
you do not have at least 1 card in it, then you are
not allowed to heal a hero.

PERMANENT ATTACK OR COMBO

You will place the given effect by the hero who used a weapon
and then will carry out the attack. In order to use a permanent
attack in subsequent rounds, you must use the hero in that
round for an action. You will announce the action, deduct it,
and carry out the attack.
A combo works similarly. If you have weapons with combos
laid down by at least two heroes and you carry out an action
with one of them, then you can detonate the combos. Detonating combos will then be considered as an action.

KEEP IN MIND! When you use a permanent attack or
combos as an action, it must be the last action that
the hero carries out (another action cannot be played
in that turn by that given hero). You can signal that it is
the last action by turning the hero card over, face down.
FAQ You can use the “combo detonator” bonus only if your
hero with this bonus has a stored effect with a bomb
for the relevant time of day. In general, a hero is not able
to assign his bonus to a weapon other than his own.
Each attack needs to happen separately – it’s not
possible, for example, to add together one hero’s
stored permanent attack with another hero’s single
use attack and then have a more powerful attack, for
example, against a rank.
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SPECIAL RULES AND RANK ADVANTAGES
A rank can be formed from up to 4 heroes of the same type.
For each time of day, you can choose the highest bonus from
all heroes in the rank. For example: You
have three heroes in your rank with a bonus
to be used in the morning for a hero attack.
The first one at the bottom has +2, the second +3, and the third +2. Your bonus for
attacking a hero that morning will be +3.
A rank has greater resistance. The number of cards in a rank indicates the value
of resistance. For each card it is +1. For
example: A rank made up of 3 cards has
a resistance of +3. An opponent can defeat a rank’s defenses only with an attack on
a hero of 3 or greater. Then, however, only
the rank’s hero card on top is destroyed
and is placed in the cemetery.

END OF GAME AND DETERMINING A WINNER
The game ends and a player is declared a winner when that
player has destroyed all of an opponent’s heroes from the
hero deck as well as all of their displayed hero cards and
ranks from the slots.
As always, with the ninth morning round, the “sudden death” rule is enacted (before either player can do
anything); as opposed to a duel, each card represents
1 life (this time though regardless of a rank’s resistance).
A player must subtract 5 lives. A player always starts with
the deck and continues on to the displayed cards (removes
5 hero cards and places them in the “cemetery”).
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